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Company by nature will compete each other to gain profit, to develop market share and to 
increase their influence. This competition strategy is used common world wide and still being 
used until today. But recently new collaboration strategy is developed to accelerate company 
development. 

The originality of this research is a research about collaboration between companies with 
the same business in an integrated industry cluster, which included manufacturing, services and 
trading companies. Collaboration in this research means that company that usually should 
compete for the challenge and take advantage of opportunities, have collaboration strategy and 
do benchmarking to gain knowledge to develop the company. 

The practical implication of this research is an attempt to produce a new strategy, the 
cooperation and collaboration strategy for knowledge obtaining and benchmarking that can be 
applied to the company in addition to a conceptual foundation for further research about the 
collaboration between the companies. 

Limitations of this study is, this is the study with limited to an assessment and conceptual 
literature excavation that remains to be proved further by research in the field. 

Keywords: cooperation and collaboration strategy, knowledge obtaining, benchmarking, 
industrial cluster. 

1. Introduction 
The complexities and dynamics of business environment triggers competitive pressure 

among companies in order to develop their internal superior capacity. These companies will use 
all of their resources to sustain their competitive advantages. This is supported by Grant (1991) 
stated in human resource base strategy and Porter (1993) in competitive strategy theory which 
creates competitive advantage through generic strategy that emphasizes the advantage of low 
cost, differentiation and focus. Further, Mahoney (1995) and Mosakowski (1998) argue that the 
strategy stated by Porter (1993) is short term and static. Nevertheless, the condition at the present 
time tremendously changes. Hence, it needs long term strategy (long-life) and dynamics. Long 
term strategy can be directed specific to create superior internal competency, products, expand 
market and manufacturing share in organization. In other words, nowadays trend is the 
organization or the company cannot live alone, but still need cooperation. even with competitor. 
Implementation of this strategy involves company core competence or benchmarking towards 
other superior company. Furthermore, Hariadi (2003) stated that creation of competitive 
advantage for the company was caused by cooperation. 

Core competence or benchmarking towards other superior company, can be special 
managed to gain continuous advantage or profit. Success key for this cooperation strategy does 
not merely depend on the competition. but also cooperation itself. Many countries have 
promoted the creation of industrial clusters, where companies develop their competencies and 
competitive advantage towards the world class and the most excellent company by sharing their 
resources, innovative competencies, and knowledges. Researchers have acknowledged that 
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